
Orchestrator

Solutions for Public Cloud Deployment

Orchestrator

Orchestrator can help you migrate from an on-prem env to the Cloud !! 
̶ not require advanced cloud skills ̶ efficient system operation on a public cloud in a short period of time.

Features
Total support for infrastructure management processes on the cloud from design and construction to operation 
with Template, Blueprint, and Environment functions

No hurdles for ‘Go to Cloud’

特長
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Feature
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▶supporting Multi-cloud (AWS/Azure/GCP) 
▶Intuitive design and visualization of system  
     infrastructure
▶Providing preset templates for system design   
     patterns
▶Automated infrastructure deployment
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▶Easily and speedily design infrastructure with preset templates
▶Customize the template to build an environment with the configuration you like.
▶Deploy easily, no manual creation or verification required 
▶Realize centralized configuration management for environments built with Terraform or
    Ansible as well as with Orchestrator
▶Enable to manage existing enviornmnets with configuration gathering, visualization and
    operation functions
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Terraform/Ansible, etc.

❸Others 
Manual construction, etc.
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Feature Overview ‒ Template The templates enable easy and speedy design of a wide variety of configurations 
with preset templates and customaisable templates

Feature Overview ‒ Blueprint •Reduce the amount of work for creating/maintenaning design documents.
•Realize centralized configuration management

Feature Overview ‒ Environment •Operation of the deployed environment can be more easily and efficiently
   than cloud web portal.
•You can grasp the environment with a unified and graphical UI and make
   actions to control resouces directly.
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▶Simply choose a template that meets your 
     objectives and requirements from preset templates 
▶It realizes easy and speedy configuration design

▶The recommended parameters for each cloud are  automatically setted
▶It makes it possible to design without much knowledge about cloud
    specifications

▶Create new template and customize the template
▶It makes it possible to design and build your own
    preferable environments
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Preset templates Customizable templates
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▶Upload and execute configured Terraform/Ansible files.
▶Manage parameters, owner, and execution history of each files.
▶It realizes centralized management including existing enviroments
    and settings over the OS layer.

▶Design infrastructure visually by connecting components.
▶Dry run/Deploy repeatedly while modifying parameters.
▶It saves you the trouble of creating and maintaining  design documents.
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Visually design & Repeatable deploy Aggregate and execute Terraform/Ansible files
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▶Capture the configurations from cloud environment and visualize as a topology diagram.
▶Grasp infrastructure visually with a unified UI.

▶Execute commands to each resource (e.g. restart VM).
▶Operation can be completed without each cloud  web portal.
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In web portal
●Need to check each resource page.
●Hard to understand the 
    relationship of resources because
     of table formatGCPAzure
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Visualize topology of cloud environment Directly operation of the actual environment
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＊“SmartCloud (Smart Cloud)”and the “SmartCloud” logo are registered trademarks of NTT COMWARE CORPORATION in Japan.
＊Ansible is a trademark of Red Hat, Inc. registered in the United States and other countries. 
＊AWS is a trademark of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries.
＊Azure is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries.
＊Google Cloud and GCP are registered trademarks of Google, its subsidiaries and affiliates in the U.S. and other countries.
＊HashiCorp and Terraform are trademarks or registered trademarks of HashiCorp, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.
＊MSActivator is a trademark or registered trademark of UBIQUBE SOLUTIONS.
＊Other company names, product names and service names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
＊Products and services are subject to change without notice.
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